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Blood cancer 2019 conference was persisted October 23-24, 2019 at Prague, Czech Republic. Theme of the conferences is “Challengers in Blood Cancer Treatment & Management”. Blood cancer 2019 Organizing Committee extends its feeling, congratulations and would be ever grateful to the Honorable chair of the conference, Kazuko Tatsumura, Gaia Holistic Health USA & Japan, and Co-Chair Roberto Castelli, University of Milan ,Italy, European country with their support Conference Series LLC ltd brought this event to an height of reference and set goals of success for others. Blood cancer 2019 was a superb success with the support of international, multi professional committee and coordinated by the Journal of Blood & Lymph, Journal of Blood Disorders & Transfusion and Journal of Haematology & Thromboembolic diseases.

The Organizing Committee would like to thank the moderators: Ibrahim Saleh Alharbi, King Abdulaziz Medical City, Saudi Arabia for his valuable contribution which resulted in smooth functioning of the conference.

Conference sessions:

- Cancer cell Biology & Genetics
- Various Blood Cancers & their Management
- Blood Cancer Diagnosis & Treatment
- Blood oncology and Blood Disorders
- Cancer Biomarkers
- Cancer Clinical Trials
- Hemato Immunology & Stem Cell Research
- Bone Marrow Transplantation and surgery
- Traditional and medicine for Blood Cancer
- Haematological malignancies
- Drugs for Leukemia, Lymphoma and Myeloma
- Advanced Therapies in Blood Cancer
- Cancer Screening & Chemotherapy
- Neurological Cancers & Brain Tumors
- Cancer : Treatment and Therapy
- Cancer Vaccines
- DNA Damage, Mutation, and Cancer

Cancer Committee is to announce the commencement of the “16th World Congress on Blood Cancer” During , September 14-15, 2020, in Vienna, Austria. Blood Cancer 2020 can look to make a desirable gathering of oncology skilled from around the globe to the discussion and provides the new information on their latest analysis. Blood Cancer 2020 explicit as oncology practitioner will lecture their current research. We hope this lays an outstanding platform to share your best Oncology & cancer practice initiative, research project, or provide continuing education because it relates current topics and advances around the industries and field of research. Blood Cancer 2020 provides participants with breakout sessions highlighting clinical projects, research studies, and education.

Cancer could also be a group of diseases involving abnormal cell growth with the potential to invade or spread to different elements of the body. These distinctions with benign tumors, which don't spread. Possible signs and symptoms include abnormal bleeding, prolonged cough, lump, unexplained weight loss, and a change in bowel movements. While these symptoms could indicate cancer, they'll even produce other causes. Over 100 kinds of cancers affect humans. Tobacco use is that the rationale behind regarding 22nd of cancer deaths. Another 100% are because of obesity, poor diet, lack of physical activity or excessive drinking of alcohol.

Blood Cancer 2020 can look to form a desirable gathering of Cancer and Oncology professionals from round the globe to the discussion and provides the new information on their latest research. Blood Cancer conferences embrace analysis students, academic professors, and surgeons who endeavor to broadcast their research expertise to accentuate the forthcoming research ideas.
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